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Hi all, 
 
May already! Daylight savings is finished for the year, winter is showing its colours (really 
missing the extra hours of sunlight) but there is plenty of flying still to be done. 
 
On a sad note, we lost Willi Vanderwolf recently. Willi was the wife of John (dec) who was 
VARMS President for a few years, and during that time Willi was Secretary, I think. Always a 
cheerful one to have around, she came to our last AGM. R.I.P. Willi. 
 
Easter and ANZAC weekends have come and gone, the busiest time of the year for events. 
First we had the VMAA trophy, a nice 2 days weather-wise, better than the forecast and our 
guys did O.K. Graham Sullivan has an article elsewhere in the mag, and I must thankhim and 
the rest of the team for making such a go of it. All our team flew well, especially considering 
our competition experience. Well done guys! 
 
Next was Easter and I chose to go to the SAM championships in NSW (head North, past 
Cootamundra, turn left at Cowra for about 40 minutes). It’s a place renowned for great weather 
and this year was no exception. The events were new to me, but I was keen to try their 
Vintage Glider event, models from the 1950’s with 2 channel radio control. They have been 
growing the event and this year had 15 entries. I had one suitable model, but built another one 
that was a little stronger. On the day I couldn’t do a thing wrong and 4 maximum scores (only 3 
to count so I had to drop one), and won the event. I’m thinking they might be good models for 
our field. The other event I flew I couldn’t do a thing right and finished way down the field. It 
was a nice relaxing few days. 
 
As per the ad at the bottom of the page, VARMS has again been invited to a Model Engines 
night. Tony Farnhan said “bring your money; there will be bargains”. 
 
The Wednesday night 3 F’s (Fly, Food, Fix) is still happening, but it still needs a few more 
starters for it to work. Bring along your building or fixing problems and we may be able to help. 
 
Open winch days are held on alternate Sundays to the VARMS Glider Training. Yep, winch or 
bungee launching some of those classics from the past; Bird of Time, Sagitta’s, 2 x 6’s and the 
stable of models from Southern Sailplanes, etc. No contest, just nice, sedate gliding. We have 
4 winches and 2 batteries. 
 
Not much else this month. See you at the meeting on Friday. 
 
Bring something to talk about. 
 

 
VARMS has been invited to attend Model Engines Wednesday 28th May, 
7:30pm for update on latest products and opportunity to purchase excess 
stock.  
168 Browns Road, Noble Park 

 
 
 

The President                                                          Colin Collyer 
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Meeting commenced 20:00  
 
Apologies:  Ian Pearson, Max McCullogh, Colin Smith, Brian Spencer, Peter Cossins  
New Members: Cullan Schebella  
 
Minutes of the March meeting as published in Aspectivity were accepted. Moved by Robert 
Kassell seconded by Geoff Hearn  
 
Presidents Report  
The display day was a great success. A DVD of the day will be available shortly. Thanks from 
all present to Peter Cossins for the great effort on his part to put the day together.  
Colin Collyer suggested we should consider running such a day every 2-3 years and that next 
time someone else could take on the organising task with Peter in a mentoring/advisor role  
 
Treasurers Report  
We made a small profit from the Display Day. 
The raffle was a good source of income 
thanks to prizes donated by Model Engines. 
Last month saw higher than usual outgoings 
due to items such as the new charge bench, 
hot water service and display day expenses.  
 
Secretary  
Correspondence out: Nil  
Correspondence in minutes of March VMAA 
executive meeting  
 
Event Reports  
Danny Malcman reported a good day at the 
aerotow day last week with approximately 20 gliders and 4 tugs in attendance. The next big 
event is Jerilderie over the Easter weekend. Cobram will be on again over the Melbourne Cup 
weekend  
Training: Lindsay Henderson reported typical numbers about 10 for training days. We have not 
yet seen any additional students as a result of the display day.  
 
Aspecitvity  
Glenn asked for members to submit material for upcoming editions of Aspectivity as he 
running short of articles.  
VARMS is now on Facebook with a public page and VARMS group forum page. Glenn 
encouraged members to embrace Facebook and make use of the forum to keep in touch and 
discuss our modelling activities.  
 
General Business  

• John Gottschalk updated us on the upcoming VARMS social function to be held at the 
Know Club 15th June commencing 6pm. Currently 24 members have registered.  

• Thanks to Phil Eagles for supplying and installing a range hood over the BBQ. Note the 
window needs to be opened when this is in use.  

• Colin Collyer told us Brian Spencer and Max McCullogh have both recently had time in 
hospital. Colin also informed us that Willy Vanderwolf had recently passed away.  

April 2014 General Meeting Minutes             Andrew Allen 
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• Martin Hopper gave advance notice of an invitation extended to VARMS to hold a static 
display at Bunnings Vermont store on Saturday 30th August, 10am – 3pm. We will need 
6-8 members to man the display throughout the day.  

• Lindsay Henderson discussed the need to increase the discretionary spend limit from 
$200 to $500 in order to be able to manage bills for normal running costs such as 
maintaining the tractor/mower fleet. Members present suggested the value should be 
more than $500. Lindsay moved the motion “the VARMS treasurer discretionary 
spending limit be increased to $500, with a limit of $1000 to apply with approval of the 
treasurer and 2 committee members. The motion was seconded by Martin Hopper and 
unanimously carried.  

• It is disappointing that cans of drink have again gone missing from the club without 
payment being made. As stated in previous discussions the drinks fridge will cease to 
operate if this continues to happen.  

• As a result of a recent scare at the field when a member required an ambulance to be 
called, Lindsay raised the idea of the club purchasing a defibrillator. During the 
discussion it was noted we may be able to obtain a grant from Knox council for this. All 
present were in favour of purchasing a defibrillator, and applying for a Knox council 
grant to cover the cost. IT was agreed that is was worth waiting until later in year when 
the grants are awarded before purchasing the unit.  

• Colin suggested that we have a hand on first aid refresher night at one of our meeting 
during the winter months. Another suggestion was to invite a representative from the bio 
diversity group that is undertaking work in the south west corner of the field to one of 
our meetings so we can learn more about the work being undertaken.  

• Colin reminded all members that an incident report must be completed and forwarded to 
the committee as soon as any incident takes place. This is not to lay blame, but rather 
so the committee can be prepared to give an explanation of the incident when asked.  

• Quotes have been obtained to seal the concrete floor to prevent staining particularly 
around the BBQ and kitchen area. Prices range from $2000 to $6000. IT was felt this 
may be a task we could undertake ourselves. More research is needed before making 
any decisions.  

• Max Haysom pointed out three new fire extinguishers suitable for electrical/ lipo battery 
fires that are mounted around the club house.  

 
Show & Tell  

• Dave Pratley showed an “Airborne 430” model he has built for 1/2A Texaco. The 
original model is from 1938-40. Dave has fitted a new style 28 pole electric motor, which 
gives high torque with low power consumption. All up weight is less than 500g with a 2S 
450mAh battery.  

 
• Alan Mayhew also showed us a 1938 era “Big Gull” 

model that he built for old timer duration task. True to 
its name the model is big (around 11’) and has a very 
deep gull wing. At this stage Alan has made a 
temporary box style fuselage in place of the complex 
elliptical curves to prove the model. Flight testing has 
shown a tendency to be unstable during high power 
climb. Power is provided by a 6s 2500mAh battery 
with a 35 second motor run allowed for the 10 minute 
task. Alan is considering changing to a lower power 
configuration and flying the model in Texaco competition.  
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• Colin Collyer has been busy at the building board, 
producing a pre-1951 vintage model from a plan in just 2 
weeks. Colin chose the model as it did not have a highly 
under cambered air foil and it stood out from the usual 
models of that era. The model is silk covered, has a 
releasable tow hook to get off the winch line in a hurry, but 
has not yet flown due to the inclement weather.  

 
• Danny Malcman is about to start a club build of 1/5 scale Schweizer 

1-26. This model is a great flyer on slope or aero tow and not too 
difficult to build. Interested members please register with Danny.  

 
• Glenn Salisbury showed us a just released “Dream-Flight Libelle” 

EPP hand launch glider. This is a much anticipated model with 1500 
kits shipped in weeks of its release.  

 
Raffle: This raffle prize of lipo battery was won by Cullan Schebella  
 
Meeting closed 21:20 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Phil Eagles started it by chucking cow poo under Smithy’s feet saying he was so full of bull-tish 
its running down his legs! So when the Smith landed, the fight started between the two of them 
with Martin joining in. 
 
There was dry cow poo flying every which way until somebody chucked a wet one.   I 
managed to get a photo before running for cover.   

Meanwhile at Mt. Hollowback…….                      Max McCullough 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 
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With the weather predicted to be less than conducive for model flying, an intrepid group of 
VARMS members travelled to Darraweit Guim to do battle in the VMAA Trophy. Surprisingly 
the weather turned out to be kinder than forecast. 
 

Following a quick pilots briefing it was straight into the Combat event. Paul Van Tongeren 
competed with his Coreflute flying wing. Unsure that it would tow the streamer supplied, he 
decided to add a little extra weight to its nose. Paul managed to cut one of the opponent’s 
streamers earning a valuable 100 points. Then came the highlight, one of the best mid-air 
collisions ever seen. His plane ended up in two pieces and came to rest some 100 metres 
apart. It wasn’t a total loss because we got another 50 points for the Prang. 
 

Fun Fly. 
Once again it was Pauls turn. With his trusty Fun Cub in hand he got stuck into the ‘very 
confusing’ set of manoeuvres. All went well but he came a little unstuck in the last round. 
 

Fun Scale.  
Danny Malcman volunteered at the last minute and unlike other years was allowed to 
compete. Flying his Space Walker Danny carried out his manoeuvres gracefully and while we 
thought he flew well, the judges didn’t share our sentiments. 
 

Timed Helicopter. 
Enter Geoff Moore. I was busy helping with other events when Geoff flew so my apologies for 
being unclear on just how this event panned out. What I can say is Geoff did the club proud 
and flew a commendable second place. 
Novice Helicopter.  
Once again I was busy, this time prepping for Thermal Glider. Geoff Moore stepped up to the 
task. Geoff didn’t fare so well this time but full points to him for taking on the challenge. 
 

Thermal Glider.  
My turn. With the help of Anthony Peate launching it was game on. My first heat was cut short 
after I looped of the tow line. The second flight was fair and in the third I had a line break. Just 
one of those days! Anyway after a bit of controversy where a certain team was found to be 
timing their flights from the time they let go of their model not when the model left the tow line, I 
was elevated to third place.  
 
Sunday morning we were met with a fairly overcast sky and a cool southerly breeze. 
 

Fist event for the day was Electric Glider. Zdenek Buzek was our pilot. Zdenek had been 
practicing for weeks before and looked somewhat bemused about having volunteered. With a 
few words of encouragement from VARMS members he was ready for the comp. I reckon this 
was the hardest fought comp of the weekend. As the times were handed in it was obvious that 
there was only one or two seconds separating the competitors. I will always remember the 
smile on Zdeneks face when the results were posted, Third Place. Well done! 
 

Limbo.  
My turn again. With the Plane Eating Poles set approximately 20 metres apart and the less 
than adequate streamers in place the fun began. It was soon realised that there weren’t 
enough streamers to see the event through, so someone came up with a roll of (what proved 
to be) UNBREAKABLE TAPE. The tape proved to be more effective than a retaining wire on 
an aircraft carrier. It was a lot of fun and a real crowd pleaser. I ended up third. 

VMAA TROPHY                                                                         Graham Sullivan 
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Old Timer. 
Colin Collyer had his trusty Old Timer on hand and what a piece of work this machine is. Colin 
describes flying it as 25 seconds of Sheer Terror and 6 and a half minutes of relaxation. The 
highlight of this event was Colin’s plane being attacked by two Wedge Tail Eagles. Colin 
decided to fly off to the west while everyone else opted to fly south. It was great to see the 
entire crowd focused on Col’s plane as the Eagles went about their territorial cleansing. After 
the show Colin had flown himself into Second place. 
 

Musical Landings.  
Colin was in the spotlight once more. Using an old plane that once belonged to Jim Robertson, 
Colin made me tie an old Flannelette Shirt to its tail. He said it would slow the plane down after 
the Full Power decent and arrival. These planes don’t exactly land, they far more Arrive! This 
is a very funny event as most planes end up in various states of repair. Thank God for Cyano 
and Gaffer Tape. You don’t actually win this comp, you survive it. Col managed to keep the 
plane together with the worse damage being a broken propeller. He ended up third. 
Well, when all was said and done, we didn’t come first and we didn’t come last. We gave it our 
best shot. 
 

Thanks to all who competed and a special thank you to those who supported our Club by 
helping out in whatever capacity they could. Bring on next year. 
 
 
 
 
 
Date: Sunday 15 of June at the KNOX CLUB 
Address:  Corner Stud and Boronia Rds, Wantirna 
 
This is envisaged as a very informal gathering of old and new VARMS members and their  
wives, partners and friends; some of us getting in touch again after many years. 
 
After registering at the reception first, we shall meet  in the Bistro Cafe from 6 pm onwards, 
where tables have been reserved .Food and drinks are at everyone’s own expense. 
 
At the May VARMS general meeting a list of people who wish to take part will be circulated. 
Please add your name and number of people coming with you. The list will also be available at 
the June VARMS club meeting to establish the final number of participants. The KNOX CLUB 
management need this information by Saturday the 14th of June.  
 
Anybody wishing to come along and is not able to attend the May or June VARMS general  
meetings, can contact me; 
  
e-mail   <joachimaviator@gmail.com > 
Tel : 03 97636284 
 
The June issue of  ASPECTIVITY will have the latest info regarding the event 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VARMS social event                                                                      John Gottschalk 

Please send articles & photos for 
publication to 

editor@VARMS.org.au 

mailto:joachimaviator@gmail.com
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The Libelle is the latest model from designer Michael Richter of Dream-Flight. Michael has 
previously designed and manufactured the Alula and Weasel EPP models, both becoming 
icons of slope gliding. Both models underwent modernization in recent years becoming fully 
moulded EPP and earning the suffix EVO (for evolution). 
 

Obviously applying lessons learnt from the EVO models Michael has taken EPP moulding to 
the next level. Incredibly smooth surfaces and precise fit of components are a feature of the 
Libelle. 
 

Manufacturers Speil: 
 

Wingspan    1200 mm (47.2 in)  
Wing Area    21.31dm2 (330 in2)  
Weight    278-290 gm (9.8-10.2 oz)  
Wing Loading  13-13.6 gm/dm2 (4.3-4.5 oz/ft2)  
Controls    4-6 Channels  
Skill Level    Everyone!  
Assembly   1-3 hours  
Flight Style    Buoyant, nimble, and stable low lift flyer  
Requires:  4-6 channel programmable transmitter, 4 sub-micro servos (Hitec HS-

35HD), micro receiver, rechargeable receiver battery, small tools, and 
medium instant glue. 

 

I was fortunate enough to get on the pre-order list through ‘Liking’ the Dream Flight page on 
Facebook. This meant that I had the opportunity to order a model weeks prior to the formal 
release of the model to the general public. Along with the airframe I also ordered an rx battery, 
extension leads and wing reinforcement decals. 
 

A few weeks later a package was delivered to the front door. Opening the box revealed some 
incredibly high quality components.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The kit components are beautifully finished and of 
an incredibly high quality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Kit review                                                                            Glenn Salisbury 
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                 Reinforcing decals                      300mah Ni-MH rx battery                    Flaperon extensions 
 

The fuselage comes almost complete; the plastic lower shell, carbon fibre tail boom and wing 
retention system up the front and the tailplane platform already located at the rear. The radio 
cover and fuselage already have their magnetic catches fitted. The radio area is moulded to 
suit two Hitec HS-35HD servos and the 300mah battery. There is also an area reserved for the 
receiver of your choice. 
 

The wing and tailplane components come already reinforced with carbon fibre during the 
moulding process. The manual recommends freeing up the hinge lines by cutting slots in the 
EPP hinge at regular intervals. Having experienced the positive effects of this on my Alula 
EVO, I had no hesitation in breaking out the utility knife to carry out this step. 
 

There is not much to go into regarding the ‘build’. As the manufacturer states it’s more of an 
assembly. The only gluing involved is to join the wing halves at the same time fitting the wing 
hold-down components. 
 

The instruction manual is excellent and other manufacturers could use this as the baseline for 
simple, yet detailed instructions. 
 

The wings and tailplane attach to the fuselage with the supplied nylon 
bolts. The wings use the 2 preformed threaded attachments for 
alignment while the tailplane has a moulded slot that align with a 
protruding ridge in the mount ensure perfect alignment. 
 

The control horns are moulded plastic items that slot 
perfectly into the recesses moulded into the control 
surfaces. The surfaces are all driven through 1.2mm 
carbon fibre pushrods, all featuring secured wire Z bends 
at the servo end and are all trimmed perfectly to the 
desired length. To attach the rods to the control horns, 
innovative folded plastic clevis’s are supplied which are 
wrapped around the rod and secured with small screws.  

Under the tailplane showing the mounting   These clevis’ make it easy to hook up and make fine  
            platform, horn and clevis               adjustments to the surfaces. 
 
 

Both tips have a plastic peg mount fitted to the underside allowing 
either a left or right hand launch. The instructions recommend to 
sand the peg to the diameter of the hole in the plate, but I deviated 
from the instructions here and used a Lexan R/C car body reamer to 
carefully make the hole size perfect for the press fit of the peg. 
There is talk in the RC forums regarding the location and shape of 
the peg, but so far, I am happy with the stock location. 
 

I used the recommended Hitec HS-35HD servos, but should have heeded the feedback on the 
RC forums regarding the reliability of these tiny servos. One of the four I purchased was ‘jittery’ 
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right out of the box so I decided to dump the rudder control and just use flaperons & elevator 
for directional control. Many on the ‘net are using Dymond D45 servos. Although slightly higher 
and longer than the Hitec units they are thinner and the model is easily modified to fit these 
fast, reliable units. You can get the D45’s locally from Dave Pratley: 
 

http://www.hyperionaustralia.com.au/?stg=1410 
 

Look after him – he looks after VARMS through training and other sponsorship. 
  

I taped the rudder in position for the maiden flights and could not get a straight 
launch to save my life. The forces involved in a discus launch are too much for 
tape alone. Following a lead of RC Groups I used some carbon fibre strips 
embedded into the fin & rudder and my launches are now as straight as an arrow 
(mostly). 
 

I used a 6 channel Orange rx and my JR9XII tx 
with an Orange module for control and it has 
performed faultlessly. I’ve already ordered a 
1S 1200mah Lipo to replace the stock Ni-MH 
battery. 300mah just doesn’t allow enough 
flying time for such an enjoyable model. 

 

You can’t have an all-white mass-produced EPP glider. Every other person will have the same. 
It’s your opportunity to personalize you model. I went simple with mine, black stripes on the 
lower surface to aid visibility and then used MPX Merlin stickers for the top surface just to 
break up the white-ness. A few Dream Flight stickers that come with the reinforcing decals 
made their way onto the model as well. 
 

           
   
The best bit – flight performance. The flexibility of the foam more than likely robs launch height 
compared to a composite ship. The optional reinforcement decals definitely stiffen the wing, 
and those trying to save a penny can achieve similar results with clear packing tape. It’s forte 
is slow flight searching for bubbles of lift, but if you get bored with thermaling, the generous 
sized control surfaces allow lively aerobatics. I love bringing her in at low altitude and then 
applying up elevator and stalling it into your hand. 
 

It’s no $1000 competition unit but for mugs like me and at one-eighth the cost, I think it’s a 
winner. 
 
 
 

  
Please send articles & photos for 

publication to 
editor@VARMS.org.au 
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The first model aircraft I ever had was given to me when I was five years old by an uncle. It 
was Ready To Fly (RTF). He had built the frame from balsa wood, covered it with Japanese 
tissue and powered it with a rubber motor. It did fly, as he demonstrated, but in my childish and 
ignorant hands did not survive long.  
 

For those lacking ingenious and generous uncles RTF models were available from toyshops, 
notably the Frog Mark IV Interceptor, 5 shillings, that came with a special box and winding 
gear to be flown immediately after plugging the wings on and winding up. There were others, a 
Puss Moth for 15/- , the Mercury for 32/- and more at lower prices. I did not own these but my 
Silver Arrow (2/6d) with an aluminium fuselage flew beautifully out of the box. 
 

At that time anyone could buy, for halfpennies, model gliders that came in little flat packages. 
You had only to tip out the bits, slide wing and tailplane carefully into narrow slots cut in the 
profile fuselage and throw the model into the air. The work required was almost negligible. 
They truly were Almost Ready To Fly (ARTF), flew very well and kids could afford them. I 
never forgave the bus driver who ran over one of mine but I doubt if he even saw it as it 
swooped over the schoolyard wall into the road. 
 

I progressed to kits that were very far from RTF and learned to build from plans. As more 
years passed I began designing my own models, gliders, rubber driven, diesel and glo-plug 
powered, eventually adding radio controls. 
 

More recently I have been tempted by electric powered models. I readily admit to grave 
ignorance about electricity and electric motors, but am learning. I built  a scale model fighter. 
The motor burned out in flight because, scaling the propeller diameter down from the full-sized 
aircraft I overloaded the motor. The charred remains were not worth saving. I know better now. 
I have an electric Plug And Fly (PAF) model now that required only a radio receiver and 
battery to be plugged in. This flew without any work at all and it survives after a couple of 
years’ use. 
 

Being tempted by an advertisement I recently bought an electric powered model, ARTF. Well, 
that is what it said on the box. 
 

On opening the package I was impressed by the wings, tail and fuselage, all very well 
constructed and attractive but strangely naked. There were several small boxes full of bits, 
including the motor and speed controller, six servos, extra leads, envelopes with many more 
little bits and three instruction booklets in fine print. 
 

The instructions were not badly written on the whole. I hesitated over the phrase hook and 
loop tape. It would have been easier if the booklet had said Velcro. Certainly, Velcro is a hook 
and loop material but many readers would not understand this immediately. Two different 
kinds of Velcro tape were there when I looked. 
 

I went on reading and found there were some ambiguities and two genuine errors. 
 

The motor supplied was not the one mentioned in the booklet. Remembering the fate of my 
scale fighter, I had visions of another smoke trail in the sky. I dared not go on until I had 
checked with the supplier. The instruction booklet was wrong; the motor and propeller supplied 
were correct. I need not have worried but the motor mentioned in print, I was assured, would 
have caused serious trouble.  
 

How ready is almost?                                          Martin Simons 
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Starting work, fitting and fixing the control horns was simple.  Connecting the pushrods for 
rudder and elevator was fiddly but not very hard. Just a job to be done. 
 

There were six small servos, four labelled for the ailerons and flaps with plastic gears, two with 
metal gears for the rudder and elevator. I hesitated, thinking metal gears would be better for 
the flaps, which, used as air brakes, are likely to have severe loads in flight and might be 
vulnerable on landing. I decided, reluctantly, to put the plastic gears into the wings, as 
instructed. I hope this turns out to be right. That done, six times. 
 

Connecting up the servos was a little tricky. Long extension leads had to be plugged into the 
servos and fed through the wings to exit at the roots. Lengths of string were supplied to help 
with this. The first extension became unplugged during the feeding process. I cut the leads and 
soldered them properly. Another job. 
 

A small switch was provided with the instruction to plug this into the battery port of the 
receiver. This was wrong. Nothing worked when I obeyed this order. More enquiries revealed 
that the switch should be plugged into the speed controller. That worked. Why did the 
instructions not say this? 
 

Fixing the motor and propeller was not straightforward. The motor as it arrived required the 
drive shaft to be to be re-positioned and to do this it was necessary to release two locking set-
screws. This was impossible, certainly not with a Phillips screwdriver as recommended. An 
Allen key was needed but this would not engage. I sent the motor back to the supplier. I was 
told that a hot soldering iron was needed to free the set screws, which were clogged with 
Loctite. The motor returned in fine order, only a few days delay. ARTF? 
 

With motor in position and secured, it was immediately apparent that the propeller could not be 
fitted because it would foul the front of the fuselage. I inserted four small washers to give a 
minimal clearance. 
 

Some of the bits in their packages seem to have no application, like finishing a jigsaw puzzle 
and finding some pieces left over. I wonder what they are for. 
 

There has been quite a lot of unexpected work and some unnecessary confusion and delay in 
reaching this point. 
 

The model is RTF now. I hope it doesn’t get run over by a bus. 
 
 
 
 

 

Flying Event Calendar 
Name Date/s Location Further Info 

Schweitzer build group 9/5/14 (7pm) VARMS Glider Field Danny 0410 517 840 
General Meeting 9/5/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

VARMS Scale Aerotow 10/5/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 
VARMS Training (10am) 11/5/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

VARMS Open winch 18/5/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 
VARMS Training (10am) 25/5/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

VARMS Open winch 1/6/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 
VARMS Training (10am) 8/6/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 

General Meeting 13/6/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 
VARMS Scale Aerotow 14/6/14 VARMS Glider Field VARMS.org.au 
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So far we have eight people interested in the Schweitzer build, four have the F/G 
fuselages whilst the rest will build the wooden body since there were only four F/G fuselages 
and these were a once off effort by Neil Friswell from Bendigo. The wooden fuselage is 
relatively easy to build and is well suited as a first scale project. The 
good news is that both the F/G and wooden version will build to an 
attractive and durable model, there are six or more 14+ years old 
(wooden) models still flying and some are looking as good as new. 
 

There is no kit as such, not even a short form kit, the build is based on a 
plan, instruction sheet and a vacuum formed canopy, all for the modest 
sum of $15, kindly supplied by Colin. We will buy the materials in bulk 
and pay as we go, the cost is expected to be about $200, maybe even 
less, if we cut our own wing cores etc. Additional, more detailed building 
instructions will also be made available. For those who live further away, with the benefit of 
“Facebook” we can communicate questions and answers. 
 

I believe this will be the fourth build group for the model. There are several variants and 
options to choose from and lots of full size paint schemes to model. 
 

There is still room for more participants to join the build group, so make up your mind and 
email me or just turn up on the 9th  
 

Please contact me by email on dmalcman@hotmail.com  or mobile 0410 517 840 so we can 
begin building ASAP. 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Bruce Clapperton & Graham Sullivan shared these images of an informal warbird 
gathering at VARMS Glider Field, held  on Anzac Day. 
 

Sounds like a great idea for an annual get-together.  

ANZAC day Warbirds at VARMS glider field             Graham Sullivan 

1/5 Scale Schweitzer 1-26 Group Build            Daniel Malcman 
 

mailto:dmalcman@hotmail.com
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World exclusive. 
 

As far as I know there is nothing on the internet showing how to change modes on a 
JR/Spektrum radio, in particular mode 1 to mode 3. Hitec Aurora can do it, and so can the 
Turnigy 9X, but Horizon Hobbies have decided that if you want to change modes, then it's 
back to the factory for a software change. 
 

Why change modes? 'EVERYONE flies on mode 1 in Australia' you say. Not everyone. 
 

I like to fly my models as true to the original as possible. Full size Heli’s are flown with the 
collective on one stick, rudder on your feet and the throttle/pitch control over on your right/left. 
This is how I learnt to fly heli’s.....it's called mode 3....mirror image of mode 2.......aileron on the 
left with elevator, rudder on the right with the throttle. 
 

Also, the 'black art' as some call it can be difficult to pick up so many stay away from heli’s. 
I believe this is because the smaller heli’s react faster than a newbie can when it comes to 
controlling a model that is skating all over the lounge room floor with SEPARATE thumbs. 
I believe that it is easier to tame the small heli when the cyclic is on one thumb....one thumb is 
faster than two. 
 

So if heli’s have kept you away because you can't tame them, try mode 3 on your simulator 
tonight. 
 

Correct me if I'm wrong , but aren’t full size gliders/planes controlled with one stick between 
your legs, aileron and elevator? 
 

If you want to fly any of Horizon Hobbies helis; i.e. eflite mSXR, mcpx, Blade range, anything 
that Binds and Flies, etc. your stuck with mode 1. 
 

So how do you fly mode 3 on a Tx that won't allow you to try it? 
 

You do the following 4 program mixes: 
 

Program mix 1 = aileron to aileron -100%       set switch to gear 
Program mix 2=  rudder to  rudder -100% 

 

this nullifies the original stick programming. 
 

Program mix 3 = aileron to rudder +100%       set switch to gear 
Program mix 4 = rudder to aileron +100% 

 

this swaps the aileron with rudder. 
 

That's it. 
 

Now, when your GEAR switch is up (normal), you have mode 1. 
When you switch it towards you, you have mode 3. 
When you're having problems with your heli setup, switch it to mode 1 and let our heli rep 
Glenn or whoever  have a fly to ascertain whether its you or the heli. 
 

Then switch it back to mode 3. 
 

(No excuses now Colin) 
 

Enjoy. 
  

JR/Spektrum mode change                                            Bill Karavas 
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Mowing Roster  

    
 

Field                     Alan Gray                    May (early) 
                             Graeme Hollis            May (late)      
                             Martin Hopper          June (early) 
                             Robert Kassell            June (late) 

     Tim Stewart               July (early) 
                             Geoff Moore              July (late) 
 
  

Runway & Pits:     Ken Thompson            1st week 
                             Peter Griffiths             2nd week 
                             Alan Taylor                   3rd week 
                             Paul Van Tongeren     4th week 
  

Heliport:                Geoff Moore 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Standard Operating Times for VARMS Glider Field: 
 
*Aerotow:   Second Saturday each month, 12.00 Noon till 5.00 pm  
    "Glider" is any Glider, or electric glider, flown as a glider, ie. climb and glide 
Clubrooms:   All days  7.00 am till 11.00 pm 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For queries or problems regarding this timetable, please contact Max Haysom or Colin Collyer. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Any Problems with the field, ring 
Henry Wohlmuth 

9764 1921 

Training Dates 
 

11th & 25th May,  
8th June 

Training radio 
Frequencies are now 

on 2.4 GHz 
 

VARMS Training is 
kindly sponsored by: 

 

Hyperion Australia 
 

 

The Keyboard 
 
Your frequency key should have your full name written clearly on it so that you can be easily recognised and 
contacted in case of a frequency clash. Mobile phone number on the key is a good idea too, in case you have 
departed and left your key in the board thus stopping someone else using that frequency. Members using 2.4 GHz 
sets should still insert a standard key in the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

       Mon   Tue  Wed  Thur   Fri   Sat  Sun 
 
8am-Noon (power)   Power Glider Power Glider Power Power Glider 
Dawn-Noon (glider) 
 

Noon-5pm (AEST) (power)   
Noon-5pm (AEDST) (power)   Glider Power Glider Power Glider Glider Glider 
Noon-Dusk (glider) 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 

Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the view of VARMS Inc. Editor or Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

President   Colin Collyer  9561 9097 president@VARMS.org.au 
VP & Site Liaison  Max Haysom  9801 3899 vp@VARMS.org.au 
Secretary   Andrew Allen  97238303 secretary@VARMS.org.au 
Treasurer   Lindsay Henderson 97527415 treasurer@VARMS.org.au 
Contest Director   Alan Mayhew  9887 7885 cd@VARMS.org.au 
Editor    Glenn Salisbury  9404 2157 editor@VARMS.org.au 
Ordinary Member  Martin Hopper  9873 8256 
Membership Secretary  Tim Morland  97032696  membership@VARMS.org.au 
Heli Group Rep   Geoff Moore  9802 2044  heli@VARMS.org.au 
Sports Power Rep  Graham Sullivan  95297095  power@VARMS.org.au 
Webmaster   Steve Tester  9724 9728  steve@VARMS.org.au 

 

VARMS Web Site: http://www.varms.org.au – for up to date info on VARMS 
 

Current Members: If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA,so that we can maintain the 
correct addressing of this Newsletter. 

Potential Members: If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our activities, please contact the 
Secretary, or other Committee member. 

 

 
 
 
 

    
 

VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modelers who were interested in building and flying radio 
controlled gliders. Members fly at many places, but have a home field, within the Knox Regional Sports Park 
(South Wantirna) some 60 metres west of the rear of the State Basketball Centre- Entrance off George Street, 
where Training Classes with dual controlled gliders are held every second Sunday 10-1.00pm. A calendar for 
training is attached to the flying field gate. 
 

VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organizes regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, from fun-fly, scale, open competition 
and self launching (electric) gliders. 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) – at the VARMS Clubroom 
near State Basketball Centre (as above) and, during daylight saving time there may be limited flying allowed 
before Meeting starts at 8.00pm. Visitors are welcome. Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on 
matters of interest to all modellers followed by a cup of your favourite brew. 
 
 

 

 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

http://www.varms.org.au/

